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Thu 9 Oct 7.30pm, Fri 10 Oct 11am, Sat 11 Oct 3pm, 
Sun 12 Oct 7.30pm & Mon 13 Oct 11am 

Pride
Rating 15 I  Running Time 120 mins I UK I  2014
Directed by Matthew Warchus  Starring Bill Nighy, Dominic West, Imelda Staunton
It’s the summer of 1984. Margaret Thatcher is in power and the National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM) is on strike. At the Gay Pride March in London, a group of gay and lesbian activists 
decides to raise money to support the families of the striking miners. But there is a problem. 
The Union seems embarrassed to receive their support, but the activists are not deterred. They
decide to ignore the Union and go direct to the miners. They identify a mining village in Wales
and set off in a mini bus to make their donation in person. So begins the extraordinary story of
two seemingly alien communities who form a surprising and ultimately triumphant partnership. 

Sun 5 Oct 7.30pm  

Welcome To New York 
Rating 18 I  Running Time 125 mins I USA I  2014
Directed by Abel Ferrara  Starring Jacqueline Bisset, Gérard Depardieu, Paul Calderon 
Devereaux (Depardieu) is an extremely powerful man with billions of dollars at his disposal.
This man who seemingly controls the economy however, cannot begin to understand how to 
control his sexual urges and sets out to fulfil his fantasies anyway and anywhere he sees fit, 
getting into serious trouble with the media and his unforgiving wife along the way.

Tues 7 Oct 7.30pm   

Finding Vivian Maier 
Rating 12A I  Running Time 84 mins I USA I  2013
Directed by John Maloof, Charlie SiskelI 
A documentary which takes a look into the life and work of former nanny Vivian Maier. 
When real estate agent John Maloof visited an auction house in search of old photographs he
discovered a box full of old negatives that had been taken by Vivian Maier. As Maloof fell in
love with her photographs, he researched into this unknown person and found that she had a
fascinating story that she never got to tell.

Wed 8 Oct 7.30pm    

We Gotta Get Out Of This Place
Rating 15 I  Running Time 92 mins I USA I  2014
Directed by Zeke Hawkins, Simon Hawkins  Starring Ashley Adams, William Devane
When three teenagers from a small town in Texas decide to dream big and get out of town, they
get caught up in the underground world of organised crime. When one of them makes a wrong
turn and steals from a dangerous man, their lives are all put in jeopardy.

Sat 11 Oct 7pm  

One Direction:
Where We Are – The Concert Film    
Rating U I  Running Time 96 mins I UK I  2014
Directed by Paul Dugdale  
From X Factor to the San Siro Stadium in Milano, One Direction hit the world with success.
See them perform live in Italy and watch 15 minutes of exclusive footage never seen before.



Wed 29 Oct 11am & 7.30pm 

Million Dollar Arm
Rating PG I  Running Time 92 mins I USA I  2014
Directed by Craig GillespieI  Starring Jon Hamm, Aasif Mandvi, Alan Arkin 
Sporting drama based on a true story of a sports agent who travels to India to find his next big
star. JB Bernstein is struggling to scout new baseball talent onto his books when he has a sudden
breakthrough; realising that cricket is a very similar game to baseball, he books a flight to India
to see what the kids on the street have to offer. Setting up a national competition called ‘The 
Million Dollar Arm’, hundreds of people flock to audition for the mysterious American. Can 
the winning boys, who have never before left their native country, fulfil their dreams?

Sun 12 Oct 3pm   

The Unbeatables
Rating U I  Running Time 97 mins I Spain/Argentina/India/USA I  2013
Directed by Juan Jose Campanella  Starring Rupert Grint (voice), Rob Brydon (voice)
Amadeo is a young boy who lives for his time playing table football on his own. When his
beloved table is destroyed he fears his life is ruined, until he hears his name being called. The
person saying his name is Loco, one of the players from his table who has come to life. Fun and
frolics ensue as Amadeo embarks on an adventure that ends with his best friends fighting to save
their village in an epic real life football match.

Sun 19 Oct 3pm    

God Help The Girl 
Rating 12A I  Running Time 112 mins I UK I  2014
Directed by Stuart Murdoch  Starring Emily Browning, Hannah Murray, Olly Alexander 
Musical drama written and directed by Scottish musician, Stuart Murdoch of Belle and 
Sebastian. When Eve (Emily Browning) is hospitalised because of severe emotional issues, 
she starts writing songs as a form of release. Escaping from the hospital she travels to Glasgow
where she meets James (Olly Alexander), a guitar player in need of a band. As the pair decide
to put their issues into their music and start writing songs together they develop a connection that
can only come from music.

Sun 19 Oct 7.30pm  

Two Days, One Night (Subtitled)
Rating 15 I  Running Time 95 mins I Belgium/France/Italy I  2014
Directed by Jean-Pierre Dardenne, Luc Dardenne  Starring Marion Cotillard
When Sandra returns to work after a leave of absence she is horrified to discover that her
colleagues have opted to take a bonus at the expense of her job. As she tries to process the 
information she has just two days and one night to convince them they have made a mistake.
“It’s a rare film of unforced simplicity that will stick with you for a long time” Empire !!!!!

Sun 2 Nov 7.30pm 

The Hundred-Foot Journey
Rating PG I  Running Time 122 mins I India/UAE/USA I  2014
Directed by Lasse Hallstrom  Starring Helen Mirren, Manish Dayal, Rohan Chand, Om Puri 
Top class chef Madame Mallory (Mirren) has a reputation that she has worked extremely hard
to achieve. When Papa Kadam (Om Puri) and his family move from India to open a restaurant
in Paris on the other side of the street, Madame Mallory is furious and does everything in her
power to get them to leave. As she gets to know the family however she discovers that the eldest
son Hassan (Manish Dayal) has a very special talent in the kitchen. Can the two very different
chefs put aside their differences for the sake of serving fine cuisine?



For details of all film and theatre events on at Adam Smith Theatre, Carnegie Hall, Dunfermline,
Lochgelly Centre and Rothes Halls, Glenrothes go to www.onfife.com. For alterations or 

additions to the film programme visit www.onfife.com/film.

Digital Equipment Funded by 
Fife Council’s Capital Grant Scheme

“The touring French Film Festival UK delivers its 22nd 
edition in November. The event is a celebration of 
Francophone cinema in all its guises.” Richard Mowe 2014 

Sun 9 Nov 3pm    

Wolfy, the Incredible Secret/
Loulou, l’incroyable secret (Subtitled)

Rating PG I  Running Time 80 mins I France I  2013
Directed by Grégoire Solotareff, Éric Omond  Starring Malik Zidi, Stéphane Debac
Unlike in most fairy tales, this wolf might be the hero. Young wolf Loulou and his rabbit best friend
Tom set off on an adventure to find out what happened to Loulou’s mother. But in Wolfenberg, 
the old wolf prince is hosting the Carnivore Games and doesn’t want a kind-hearted young wolf
or (heaven forbid) a rabbit upsetting proceedings. Can Loulou find his mother, remain true to his
friend and work out the big secret about his identity? This delightful, award-winning animated film
will charm all ages.

ON at Fife Theatres is part of Fife Cultural Trust, combining Libraries,
Museums, Theatres and Arts and Archives in the Kingdom. 

Company limited by guarantee (incorporated in Scotland) Company
Number: SC415704. Scottish Charity Number: SCO43442.

Sun 9 Nov 7.30pm    

Paris Follies/La Ritournelle (Subtitled)

Rating 15 I  Running Time 100 mins I France I  2013
Directed by Marc Fitoussi  Starring Isabelle Huppert, Jean-Pierre Darroussin
The fabulous Isabelle Huppert leads an exceptional cast in the wonderfully charming and
poignant new romance from writer/director Marc Fitoussi. Long married 50-somethings Brigitte
(Huppert) and Xavier (Jean-Pierre Darroussin) are prize cattle breeders in regional France. Life is
good, but the departure of their children from home has thrown Brigitte’s world into flux, as she
finds herself locked into routine. She keeps hoping for something else, something more. Brigitte 
impulsively sets off for Paris under the guise of a doctor’s appointment. The city immediately 
invigorates her, and when she meets a charming Danish gentleman (Michael Nyqvist), she 
impulsively allows herself to be flattered by his attentions... Paris Follies is a deliciously appealing
fable about the choices of everyday life, and a reminder that it’s never too late to change. 

Wed 12 Nov 7.30pm 

A Walk Among the Tombstones
Rating 15 I  Running Time 114 mins I USA I  2014
Directed by Scott Frank  Starring Liam Neeson, Dan Stevens, Briana Marin
Crime thriller based on the novel by Lawrence Block. When former NYPD detective turned private
investigator Matthew Scudder (Neeson) gets a call from a notorious drug dealer (Dan Stevens)
who wants revenge on the men who kidnapped and killed his wife, Matthew suddenly finds 
himself deep in a world of violence, gangs and people who will stop at nothing to get what 
they want.

French Film Festival 2014


